Papers and class notes. Music and photos. Sensitive personal information.

Your laptop is your life—and if it’s stolen, you can spend weeks getting your life back, as well as dealing with the misery of identity theft. Hundreds of thousands of laptops are stolen or lost every year. How do you keep yours from being one of them?

STOP deters theft of computers and other valuable property such as iPods, smartphones, stereos and TVs. Our patented technologies include a tamper-proof anti-theft plate, indelible anti-theft “tattoo” and security cable. In addition, STOP registers your valuable equipment in our recovery database. So even if it does disappear, we can help get it back to you.

Organizations using STOP have seen a 90% decrease in equipment losses—plus a huge savings in time spent replacing lost data. Spend your college days learning and having fun—not dealing with the consequences of a stolen laptop.

Find out how to get your STOP theft deterrence and recovery system—and be sure to ask about your school discount!

University of Maryland Department of Public Safety
Crime Prevention Unit
www.umdps.umd.edu
Contact: Lt. August Kenner
(301) 405-7032
akenner@umpd.umd.edu

“Good news: My laptop was returned! I have to conclude the thief chickened out due to the STOP Security Plate. STOP saved a lot of important files and also my personal sanity.”
– Abe Riesman, Student, Harvard University

“STOP has helped eliminate theft and loss. Thieves are intimidated by the plate.”
– Pat Hansen, Director of IT, Marymount Manhattan College

College: the best years of your life.
Until your laptop gets stolen.

www.stoptheft.com

Most laptop thefts are spontaneous and opportunistic. STOP secures your valuable property, deters would-be thieves and makes recovery possible if your equipment is stolen or lost.

• **STOP Security Plate** deters would-be thieves from even considering making off with your equipment. Not only is the plate nearly impossible to remove, but underneath is an indelible chemically-bonded tattoo that reads “Stolen Property.”

• **STOPLock** system locks your laptop to your work area. Even if the industrial-strength cable is somehow removed, the STOP Security Plate remains in place—providing a double layer of protection.

• **STOP Recovery Database** facilitates returning a recovered laptop to its rightful owner.

Even if your property is lost, you can still get it back

The STOP security system provides more than just deterrence—it’s the key to recovering a stolen or lost item. Each STOP Security Plate is marked with a unique ID number. So if someone finds a lost or stolen laptop and calls STOP’s 24/7 toll-free hotline, STOP can quickly identify the owner and help arrange recovery.

Reduce the odds that you’ll be a victim

• Never leave your laptop unattended
• Never leave your dorm room unlocked
• If you step away from your table at a library or coffee shop, take your laptop with you
• Never ask a stranger to watch your property for you
• Don’t leave your laptop in a car—it takes only seconds for a thief to break-in, grab, and escape.
• Treat your laptop as you would a wallet or purse—never let it out of your sight
• Back up your data daily
• Get STOP protection from your school—today!

STOP delivers multiple layers of protection

Thieves won’t steal what they can’t sell—and the STOP system provides multiple layers of protection.

The STOP Security Plate carries a clear warning to would-be thieves. Attempts to remove the plate will result in visible damage to the product casing.

Beneath the STOP plate is an indelible tattoo, bonded to the equipment using STOP’s patented technology. The message “Stolen Property” is permanent.

The STOPLock cable provides an additional layer of protection, deterring opportunistic thieves that might strike when the owner steps away for just a moment.